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custom sizes and pricing. 

    
 

 

 
 

Water Level Control Structures 
 

The Water Level Control Structures manufactured by Agri Drain Corp. are constructed of rugged 1/2"-thick 
PVC sheets, connected at the corners by means of specially extruded anodized aluminum profiles sealed with 
waterproof caulking and secured with stainless steel screws.* The bottom of the structure is sealed with either 
a 1/2"- or 1"-thick PVC sheet (dependent upon structure size) and also utilizes waterproof caulking for sealant 
and stainless steel screws to hold it in place. *For water that is caustic, acid, corrosive, salt, or pH below 5 pH or above 9 pH, 
please notify us of your requirements to ensure structures are built with compatible hardware. For these applications, Agri Drain 
recommends stainless steel. 
 

The stoplogs* are constructed of PVC and utilize a seal that mates against the downstream surface of the 
extruded aluminum track and the top of the stoplog that it rests upon. The stoplogs are equipped with hooks to 
facilitate their removal by means of a special handle/hook assembly. *Important! To minimize seepage, align 
stoplogs firmly against one side of the stoplog track. Stoplogs must remain in track during structure installation. 
 

In order to obtain inch-by-inch water level adjustment capabilities, the stoplogs are built in two heights: 5" and 
7" tall. This allows for various combinations and nearly infinite adjustability. An additional, 7"-tall stoplog is 
specified with a sticker stating “Bottom Board”, and this stoplog must be placed in the bottom of the structure.  
Examples:  7"+7"=14", 5"+5"+5"=15", 5"+5"+7"=17", 5"+7"+7"=19", 5"+5"+5"+5"=20", etc. 
 

The means of connecting to the downstream and upstream pipe is a flexible rubber sewer coupler. It will 
accommodate corrugated plastic tubing, PVC pipe, corrugated metal pipe or virtually any other conduit 
material. 
 

The units are available in two different types. The first type (Inlet) is designed to be installed on the upstream 
end of the conduit so the water must enter the structure before it enters the pipe. The Inlet must be anchored 
down when installed or it may have the tendency to float. The second type (Inline) is designed to be installed in 
the pipe line, so the water enters the pipe, then flows into the box, over the stoplogs, then out the downstream 
side of the structure. The Inline structure is equipped with a lockable plastic lid and is available in manual or 
automated. Both structures come with a handle to remove, install, or adjust the stoplogs. 
 

The structures are manufactured in various sizes based on diameter of the conduit and engineered to provide 
a minimum of 30% greater capacity than the conduit it is connected to. They are available in heights to suit the 
specific installation. 
 

INLINE WATER LEVEL CONTROL STRUCTURETM SHIPPING WEIGHTS 

Pipe HEIGHT 

Size 2' 3' 4'  5' 6' 8' 10' 12' 

4" 50U 64U 81U 102U 121T 216T 244T 278T 

6" 52U 66U 83U 103U 164T 222T 272T 320T 

8" 64U 84U 105U 176T 198T 264T 320T 392T 

10" 79U 107U 168T 210T 238T 300T 375T 458T 

12" 99U 157T 190T 242T 294T 366T 480T 542T 

15"  154T 222T 270T 322T 382T 502T 614T 722T 

18"  191T 236T 340T 402T 450T 592T 710T 834T 

24"  N/A 348T 454T 524T 600T 766T 946T N/A 
 
 
 

 INLET WATER LEVEL CONTROL STRUCTURETM SHIPPING WEIGHTS 

Pipe HEIGHT 

Size 2' 3' 4' 5' 6' 

4" 26U 38U 51U 64U 76U 

6" 35U 41U 52U 67U 78U 

8" 37U 51U 67U 86U 132T 

10" 49U 62U 85U 130T 150T 

12" 55U 76U 125T 164T 152T 

15" 82U 126T 158T 196T 216T 

18" 110T 150T 186T 224T 250T 

24" 178T 192T  248T 310T 336T 

 Manufactured by: 

PO Box 458 ∙ 1462 340th Street ∙ Adair, Iowa 50002 
Phone: 1-800-232-4742 ∙ Fax: 1-800-282-3353 

www.agridrain.com ∙ email: info@agridrain.com 


